
Be Allowed to (1)

Let's practise using the term: be allowed to.

     The term "be allowed to" is used to say that someone has the permission to do something. In a sentence make
sure to change "be" to fit the subject (person). 
For example: She is allowed to stay at her friend's house. OR They are allowed to use their Mum's computer. 

For questions: Put "be" at the beginning of the sentence. For example: Are you allowed to come?
Negations: I am not allowed to watch that movie.

 
I am ______________ to go to the holiday camp this year.
     allowd
     alowed
     allowed

 
Maria _________ allowed to join us tonight.
     am
     are
     is

 
Sorry, but I am _________ allowed to come to the cinema with you.
     not
     have
     did

 
We _________ allowed to visit her tomorrow.
     are
     was
     is

 
I am also ______________ to come! Let's go!
     allowing
     allowed
     allow

 
Because of his broken arm, he ______________ allowed to play football yet.
     isn't
     aren't
     am not
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Be Allowed to (1)

 
My sister said I _________ allowed to wear her trainers tonight.
     have
     are
     am

 
We are ______________ to eat two pieces of cake.
     alowed
     allow
     allowed

 
Isabella is ______________ leave school early today, she has a dentist appointment.
     allowed
     allow
     allowed to

 
John _________ allowed to choose the music today.
     were
     is
     are

 
_________ you allowed to do that?
     Does
     Are
     Be

 
_________ they allowed to cycle on the pavement?
     Is
     Are

 
We ______________ allowed to play on our mobiles this weekend.
     aren't
     isn't
     arent
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